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Abstract

Fracture in amorphous glassy polymers involves two mechanisms of localized deformations:
shear yielding and crazing. We here investigate the competition between these two mechanisms
and its consequence on the material’s fracture toughness. The mechanical response of the
homogeneous glassy polymer is described by a constitutive law that accounts for its character-
istic softening upon yielding and the subsequent progressive orientational strain hardening.
The small scale yielding, boundary layer approach is adopted to model the local finite-defor-
mation process in front of a mode I crack. The concept of cohesive surfaces is used to represent
crazes and the traction-separation law incorporates craze initiation, widening and breakdown
leading to the creation of a microcrack. Depending on the craze initiation sensitivity of the
material, crazing nucleates at the crack tip during the elastic regime or ahead of the crack. As
the crazes extend, plasticity develops until an unstable crack propagation takes place when
craze fibrils start to break down. Thus, the critical width of a craze appears to be a key feature
in the toughness of glassy polymers. Moreover, the opening rate of the craze governs the
competition between shear yielding and brittle failure by crazing. 2000 Elsevier Science
Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Crazing and shear yielding are the two primary localized deformation mechanisms
intrinsic to glassy polymers. Shear yielding is plastic deformation in the form of
shear bands which is intimately tied to the material softening that is observed right
after yield. Upon further deformation, the material hardens due to molecular orien-
tation and this leads to multiplication and propagation of shear bands. Crazing is
due to the nucleation of microvoids in regions of stress concentrations and primarily
normal to the maximum principal stress. These voids do not coalesce to form cracks
since highly stretched molecular chains, or fibrils, stabilize this process to create
crazes. However, after further craze widening, fibrils break down and a microcrack
is formed.

Both processes have to be avoided in a properly designed component made of
glassy polymers. Therefore, many studies aiming at a description of shear yielding
and crazing have been carried out since the 1970’s (see, e.g., Kambour, 1973;
Haward, 1973). When crazing is dominant, this mechanism is considered as a precur-
sor to brittle failure of the material (Kambour, 1973). Unlike crazing, shear yielding
is thought to precede ductile failure because fracture involves relatively large defor-
mations (Haward, 1973). Practically, a ‘yield stress’ and a ‘crazing stress’ are used
in simple engineering estimates in order to determine which of these mechanisms is
dominant at the given stress state and temperature (Haward, 1973). Such an approach
tacitly assumes that crazing and shear yielding are independent mechanisms.

Even though this simple approach is useful for the initial stages of design, the
simple identification with brittle or ductile failure hides the complex interaction
between the two mechanisms. Although unstable crack propagation in glassy poly-
mers is preceded by crazing, the reverse is not fully true: crazing can occur sub-
sequent to plastic deformation (Ishikawa et al., 1977; Ishikawa and Ogawa, 1981;
Ishikawa and Takahashi, 1991) or exist stably in glassy polymer blends like HIPS
or ABS (Bucknall, 1977). In particular, Ishikawa and Ogawa (1981) point out the
influence of the strain rate and the temperature on ductile or brittle failure in glassy
polymers. Brittle failure is favored when the strain rate increases or when the tem-
perature decreases while ductile failure is favored for opposite trends.

Studies on fracture in glassy polymers have mainly focused on brittle failure by
crazing (Kinloch and Young, 1983; Williams, 1984) and are based on the standard
linear elastic framework. Williams (1984) used a modified Dugdale model to rep-
resent a craze at a crack tip and postulated that the crack propagates when a critical
opening of this zone is reached, as observed experimentally (Williams, 1984; Do¨ll,
1983). For slightly viscoelastic materials, the experimental craze shape and that cal-
culated from a zone uniformly loaded at the crack tip are similar. Some features of
the crack growth for creep loading are also captured by this analysis (Williams,
1984). However, this approach hides the entire crazing process of initiation, widening
and breakdown which is responsible for crack creation. Also, this model cannot be
used when shear yielding of the material occurs because of its effect on the stress
distribution. Thus, this approach of fracture in glassy polymers leaves room for
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improvement to include the crazing mechanical response and the shear yielding in
the bulk.

Any more detailed modeling than that referred to above was hindered by the fact
that appropriate constitutive models were lacking. A significant advance was made
by the model for plastic deformation in glassy polymers developed by Boyce et al.
(1988). Lai and Van der Giessen (1997) recently adopted this model for an analysis
of the development of plasticity around a blunted mode I crack in glassy polymers.
This study pointed out that, owing to the intrinsic softening and final orientational
hardening, plasticity develops in a pattern of shear bands, distinctly different from
the standard fields in strain hardening metals. In particular, the location of the hydro-
static stress concentration, related to the plastic constraint, is shifted from the crack
tip into the bulk as the shear bands expand. Void nucleation being a precursor to
crazing, the location of high hydrostatic stress is thought to favor craze initiation
(Ishikawa and Ogawa, 1981).

In this paper, we extend on this work (Lai and Van der Giessen, 1997) by including
a description of crazing that allows us to study the interaction between plasticity and
crazing during crack growth. The crazing is described by means of the cohesive
surface model developed by Tijssens et al. (2000).

Tensors are denoted by bold-face symbols,^ is the tensor product and • the scalar
product. For example, with respect to a Cartesian basisei, AB=AikBkjei^ej, A•B=AijBij

andLB=LijklBklei^ej, with summation implied over repeated Latin indices. The sum-
mation convention isnot used for repeated Greek indices. A prime ()9 identifies the
deviatoric part of a second-order tensor,I is the second-order unit tensor and tr
denotes the trace.

2. Constitutive law for glassy polymers

The constitutive equations used to model the large strain plastic behaviour of the
glassy matrix is based on original ideas by Boyce et al. (1988) but with some modifi-
cations introduced later by Wu and Van der Giessen (1993). The actual form adopted
here, along with a convenient numerical integration scheme, is given in Wu and Van
der Giessen (1996). The reader is referred to these references and the review in Van
der Giessen (1997).

The rate of deformationD is decomposed into an elastic and a plastic part,De

andDp respectively:D=De+Dp. Before plasticity takes place,Dp=0, most amorphous
polymers show a nonlinear stress–strain response which is caused by small strain
viscoelastic effects. As we are primarily concerned in this study in the effect of
matrix plasticity, the viscoelastic part of the response is not expected to affect the
results significantly and will therefore not be explicitly accounted for. Instead, we
shall represent the entire pre-yield response by a linear elastic one. In view of these
approximations, it suffices to take the elastic response to be expressed by means of
the hypoelastic law

s
=

5LeDe, (1)
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with Le the usual fourth-order isotropic elastic modulus tensor in terms of Young’s
modulusE and Poisson’s ration, i.e., in Cartesian components,

Lijkl5
E

2(1+n)
[(dikdjl1dildjk)1

2n
1−2n

dij dkl]. (2)

The plastic part of the strain rate is taken to be specified by the viscoplastic consti-
tutive equation

Dp5
ġ p

Î2t
s̄9, with t5!1

2
s̄9·s̄9 (3)

being the equivalent shear stress ands̄9 the deviatoric part of the driving stress. The
driving stress itself is defined bys̄=s2b, whereb is the back stress tensor due to
orientation hardening. The equivalent plastic shear rateġ p is taken according to
Argon’s (1973) expression

ġp5ġ0 expF2
As0

T H12S ts0
D5/6JG. (4)

where ġ0 and A are material parameters andT is the absolute temperature. Eq. (4)
is modified in order to account for the pressure dependence and the effect of strain
softening on plastic flow, by usings+ap instead ofs0, wherea is the pressure sensi-
tivity parameter and2p=1

3tr s is the mean (or hydrostatic) stress. Initially,s is equal
to s0, but evolves with plastic straining through

ṡ5h(12s/sss)ġp. (5)

The saturation value ofs is sss, while the parameterh controls the rate of softening.
Upon substitution of Eq. (3), the plastic dissipation rate per unit volume,Ḋ is found
to be given by

Ḋ5s̄9·Dp5Î2tġp. (6)

The associated temperature rise has been ignored in this study as we assume that
the time scale for the deformation is much larger than the time scale for heat dif-
fusion. Hence, the deformation can be considered to be isothermal.

The progressive hardening of a glassy polymer after yield is due to the defor-
mation-induced molecular orientation along the plastic stretch direction and is incor-
porated through the back stressb in the driving stresst (see Eq. (3)). The description
of the strain hardening in amorphous polymers makes use of the analogy with the
stretching of the cross-linked network in rubbers (cf. Boyce et al., 1988). Neglecting
for this purpose the elastic strains, the constitutive equations for the back stress tensor
b are formulated through a functional description of its principal componentsbα on
the unit principal directionsep

a of the left stretch tensor, in terms of the corresponding
principal stretcheslα i.e.
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b5O
a

ba(ep
a^ep

a), ba5ba(lb).

Here, to avoid confusion, principal tensor components and the corresponding eigen-
vectors are denoted with greek indices, for which the summation convention is not
implied. The constitutive model used here, was proposed by Wu and Van der Giessen
(1993) on the basis of their description of the fully three-dimensional orientation
distribution of molecular chains in a non-Gaussian network. They showed that their
numerical computations for such a network can be captured very accurately by the
following combination of the classical three-chain network description and the
Arruda and Boyce (1993) eight-chain model:

ba5(12r)b3−ch
a 1rb8−ch

a , (7)

with r being determined by the maximum plastic stretchl̄=max(l1,l2,l3) through
to r=0.85l̄/√N. Here,N is a statistical network parameter, which gives the average
number of links between entanglements (or cross-links in a rubber) and thus deter-
mines the limit stretchlmax of a molecular chain aslmax=√N. The principal back
stress componentsb3−ch

a andb8−ch
a are given by

b3−ch
a 5

1
3
CRÎNlaL−11laÎN2, (8)

b8−ch
a 5

1
3
CRÎN

l2
a

lc
L−11lc

ÎN2; l2
c5

1
3O

3

b51

l2
b, (9)

whereL denotes the Langevin function defined as

L(b)5cothb21/b.

The material parameterCR governs the initial hardening modulus in shear. When
the value of eitherl̄ or lc approacheslmax, the hardening rate increases dramatically,
thereby suppressing effectively all further plastic flow, and the network locks. There-
fore, for monotonic loading conditions, when eitherlα or lc exceeds the value
0.99lmax, the network is ‘locked’ and no further viscoplastic flow is allowed.

Fig. 1 gives an example of the predicted response according to the above model,
and illustrates the key characteristics of the materials under consideration. The
material parameters, summarized in Table 1, are representative of SAN and will be
used also for the results to be presented in Section 5.

3. Cohesive zone model of crazing

Since early observations of crazing in glassy polymers forty years ago, many stud-
ies have been devoted to the analysis of the craze structure by TEM or SAXS tech-
niques and have attempted to identify the physical mechanisms involved in this pro-
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Fig. 1. Response of a glassy polymer (see Table 1) to simple shear.

Table 1
The set material parameters used in this study, representative of SAN at room temperature

E/s0 n sss/s0 As0/T h/s0 a N CR/s0

SAN 12.6 0.38 0.79 52.2 12.6 0.25 12.0 0.033

cess. An up-to-date account of these developments can be found in the reviews of
Kambour (1973) and Kramer (1983) and of Kramer and Berger (1990). From a
macroscopic point of view, crazes and cracks are geometrically similar: both appear
as sharp planar surfaces. However, a craze is not a crack, but consists in fact of a web
of interpenetrating voids and polymer fibrils. The fibrils are preferentially oriented in
the direction normal to the craze plane, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The fibrils, compris-
ing primary and secondary or cross-tie fibrils, bridge the craze surfaces so that load
can be transmitted through the craze structure.

Crazing is generally thought to proceed in three stages (Kambour, 1973; Kramer,
1983): (i) initiation, (ii) widening, (iii) breakdown of the fibrils and creation of a
crack. Unfortunately, the physical mechanisms involved in the various stages are
still not clearly understood. As far as the mechanical behavior of crazes is concerned,
different models have been proposed according to the length scale under consider-
ation, as discussed in (Tijssens et al., 2000).

We choose to represent craze mechanical response using the concept of cohesive
surfaces, due to Needleman (1987), as outlined in (Tijssens et al., 2000). The use
of cohesive surfaces is quite intuitive from a morphological and mechanical point
of view: experimental observations of crazes in glassy polymers (Kramer, 1983;
Kramer and Berger, 1990) typically show a craze width of some microns and a length
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Fig. 2. Description of (a) the assumed craze structure, (b) the idealization of the craze structure according
to the Kramer scheme (Kramer and Berger, 1990), representation of crazes by discrete cohesive surfaces.

of some decades larger, while further widening of the craze leads to the creation of
a crack. By neglecting the actual fibrillar microstructure of a craze, these two obser-
vations motivate the use of a cohesive surface to describe a craze (see Fig. 2(c)), in
which we distinguish three stages shown schematically in Fig. 2(b):

O prior to craze initiation, the two faces of the cohesive surface coincide and all
fields are continuous across it;
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O after initiation, the craze widens and the faces of the corresponding cohesive sur-
face separate;

O the separation process ends with the creation of a crack, which is also represented
by the cohesive surface but without load carrying capacity.

In the following, we present how we describe these three stages within the frame-
work of cohesive surfaces. We conclude the section by the formulation of the trac-
tion-opening law which governs the constitutive response of a craze.

3.1. Craze initiation

Craze initiation and creation of a planar fibrillated structure from the bulk polymer
are shown in Fig. 2(a). The physical mechanism for craze initiation has not yet been
clearly identified and various criteria have been proposed according to the assumed
mechanism and the length scale of its description. Experimentally one observes an
incubation time for craze formation under constant applied stress and a saturation
of the total craze nucleation sites (e.g., Kambour, 1973; Argon and Hannoosh, 1977).
As the stress level increases, the incubation time decreases while the amount of craze
sites at saturation increases, indicating that craze initiation is a stress dependent
phenomenon.

Based on these experimental data and by borrowing some concepts from models
of ductile failure in metals, Argon and Hannoosh (1977) have developed a rather
sophisticated criterion for craze initiation. Craze formation is assumed to proceed as
(i) nucleation of micro-voids and (ii) subsequent localized plastic drawing around
these voids, leading to the (idealized) fibrillated structure in Fig. 2(b). These assump-
tions are partly confirmed by Argon and Salama (1977) who focus on the propagation
of crazes from their nucleation sites. They show that for an applied tensile stress
greater than 0.4–0.5 times the yield stress, craze propagation is well predicted by
assuming a mechanism of repeated void nucleation. Furthermore, the incubation time
for craze initiation at such a stress level is almost negligible since the material is
‘very rapidly’ (Argon and Salama, 1977) filled by craze initiation sites. For an
applied tensile stress lower than 0.4–0.5 times the yield stress, an incubation time
greater than 100 s is observed (Argon and Hannoosh, 1977). For such a level of
stress, the ‘Taylor meniscus instability’ mechanism (Argon and Salama, 1977;
Kramer, 1983) provides a better explanation of craze propagation.

We are concerned in this paper with the competition between shear yielding and
crazing, so that we are naturally dealing with stress levels higher than 0.4–0.5 the
yield stress. Motivated by the foregoing considerations we therefore neglect the incu-
bation time for craze initiation and regard craze initiation to be an instantaneous
process which arises when locally, a critical stress state is reached.

Based on similar assumptions for craze initiation, Sternstein and Ongchin (1969)
propose a rather simple and empirical criterion. When compared to the Argon and
Hannoosh (1977) formulation, both descriptions predict comparable critical stress
states for crazing, except for stress states close to shear conditions (Tijssens et al.,
2000). For the sake of simplicity, we choose to use the criterion formulated by
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Sternstein and Ongchin (1969), but the framework is flexible enough to account for
another criterion.

For plane stress conditions withs1 ands2 the principal stresses, Sternstein and
Ongchin (1969) formulated a craze initiation criterion as

|s22s1|$2A01
B0

I1
, I1.0. (10)

where I1 is the first stress invariant,I1=s1+s2. The major principal stress direction
defines the normal to the plane of the craze. TheA0 andB0 in Eq. (10) are temperature
dependent material parameters, which define a critical value for craze initiation under
purely hydrostatic stresses throughIcr

1 =B0/A0. The parametersA0 andB0 can be esti-
mated from inhomogeneous stress–state experiments as carried out by Sternstein and
Ongchin (1969) and Sternstein and Myers (1973).

Within the framework of the description of crazes with cohesive surfaces as in
Fig. 2(c), we assume that the normal direction to the cohesive surface corresponds
to the major principal stress, i.e.s2;sn in Eq. (10). If we further estimate the hydro-
static stress under conditions of plane strain in the 3-direction assm=1

2(s2+s1), the
Sternstein criterion can be reformulated in terms of the normal tractionsn as

sn$sm2
A0

2
1

B0

6sm

;scr
n (sm). (11)

Since s2 is the major principal stress, we havesn=s2$sm=1
2(s2+s1), so that the

normal stress has to exceed the mean stress for craze initiation. According to Eq.
(11), the criterion can be interpreted as a critical normal stress which is dependent
on hydrostatic stress. Thus, crazing does not occur as long assn,scr

n (sm) during a
loading history; as soon assn reachesscr

n (sm), crazing initiates. Once a craze has
initiated, the craze widens and the condition Eq. (11) is no longer relevant.

3.2. Craze widening

Once a mature craze structure has been created, it widens by further fibrillation.
Before powerful experimental techniques were available for craze microstructure
observation, such as TEM (Lauterwasser and Kramer, 1979) or SAXS (Brown and
Kramer, 1981), extension of the fibrils was thought to be by creep (e.g., Kambour,
1973). However, such a mechanism implies a variation of the fibril dimensions from
the center of the craze towards its tip according to the increase of craze width.
Careful TEM experiments (Donald and Kramer, 1981; Kramer, 1983; Kramer and
Berger, 1990) have shown that fibrils have roughly a cylindrical shape and, in parti-
cular, that the craze volume fraction remains constant along the craze structure with
‘mature fibrils’ having an average diameterD<5–15 nm. At the craze tip, ‘primitive
fibrils’ are estimated to have a diameterD0<20–30 nm, depending on material
(Kramer, 1983; Kramer and Berger, 1990). A creep mechanism appears to be in
contradiction with these observations.

The currently accepted explanation is due to Kramer (1983) (see also, Kramer and
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Berger, 1990) who has suggested that continued fibrillation occurs by a local drawing
process of new polymers from an ‘active zone’ near the craze/bulk boundary into
the fibrils, as illustrated in Fig. 3. He argues that chain disentanglement is involved
during this process (Berger and Sauer, 1991) at the dome of the craze void along
the so-called ‘plane of separation’ (see Fig. 3). Based on these postulates and
assuming that the ‘active zone’ behaves as a non-Newtonian fluid they (Kramer,
1983; Kramer and Berger, 1990) arrive at a simple estimate for the widening rate.

A preliminary detailed finite element study of this process (Van der Giessen and
Lai, 1997) using a more realistic material model is not fully consistent with the
analysis of Kramer (1983) and Kramer and Berger (1990) and clearly more work is
needed to clarify the process. By lack of a better description at this moment, we
adopt here a phenomenological approach that is inspired by the results of Van der
Giessen and Lai (1997). Since craze widening involves an intense viscoplastic
activity in the active zone (see Fig. 3), this process has to be time and temperature
dependent in a similar way to that of the homogeneous bulk polymer. We propose

Fig. 3. Description of the craze widening process of Kramer (1983) as drawing in new polymer chains
from the craze/bulk boundary into the fibrils.
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to describe the craze widening process by a similar relation as the Argon expression
Eq. (4), i.e.

Ḋc
n5Ḋ0 expF−Acsc

T S12
sn

scDG, (12)

where Ḋc
n represents the craze widening rate, andḊ0, Ac andsc are material para-

meters;Ḋ0 characterizes the time dependency of the craze widening process,sc rep-
resents the athermal stress for craze widening andAc controls the temperature depen-
dence.

3.3. Craze breakdown

The description of the final craze breakdown is still rather controversial in the
polymer community and mainly two approaches have been developed.

Williams (1984) postulated that craze breakdown and subsequent crack propa-
gation occurs when a critical craze opening displacement (COD),Dcr, is reached.
From fracture experiments on various glassy polymers, (Do¨ll, 1983; Döll and Kön-
czöl, 1990) indeed observe such a critical constant craze maximum opening at the
crack tip and during crack propagation, for different creep loadings. The experiments
also show a craze length that is close to that predicted by Williams (1984). Neverthe-
less, Williams analysis assumes a viscoelastic response for the bulk and subsequent
deformation of the crazes by creep. Such assumption implies that breakdown of the
fibrils occurs most probably at the center, where the ‘oldest’ and more deformed
fibrils are located. There are no experimental results, however, that confirm this.

On the contrary, Kramer and Berger (1990) reported that failure of fibrils in several
glassy polymers initiates at the craze/bulk interface and not at the center of the craze
width (Berger, 1990). They observe that the maximum craze width at breakdown is
dependent on molecular weight due to the loss of entanglements during the craze
widening process. Berger (1990) identified a critical molecular weightMc and distin-
guishes three domains: (i) ifMw,Mc, no stable craze is observed; (ii) a transition
regime where the craze stability is highly dependent of the materialMw while (iii) for
higherMw, a regime exists in which the maximum craze width is roughly constant.

Berger (1990) concluded that if craze stability is available, the craze widening
process continues until the craze/bulk interface encounters a flaw sufficient for criti-
cal loss of entanglements and subsequent fibril breakdown. Kramer and Berger
(1990) formulated a statistical description of craze failure to represent the probability
of such an event to occur, depending on the craze width. Although their analysis
has different foundations from that of Williams (1984), it also leads to a critical
craze widthDcr before fibrils break down,Dcr being molecular weight dependent.
Furthermore, if craze breakdown is related to the presence of microstructural defects
or flaws in the material, thenDcr will also depend on the preparation process
(quenched vs slow cooling, presence of plasticizers, etc.).

In the light of these observations and descriptions, we choose, as a first approxi-
mation, to describe craze breakdown within the cohesive surface framework by
defining a similar critical craze widthDc cr

n . After craze initiation and subsequent
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widening, the parameterDc cr
n represents a limit for the accumulated craze widening

as governed by Eq. (12). When this limit is reached, the craze widening process
ends and a microcrack is formed.

Of course such a simple rule hides much of the underlying physics, but this is
not well understood at the moment. The criterion can obviously be improved. For
example, Sha et al. (1997) and Hui et al. (1992) have recently demonstrated the
importance of the cross-tie fibrils in the breakdown process. Evidently, this is a
feature of the actual microstructure of a craze on a smaller scale than can be captured
by a cohesive surface model. The cross-tie fibril effect is therefore considered here
to be collapsed somehow in the value ofDc cr

n .

3.4. Traction evolution law for the cohesive surfaces

The elemental processes of crazing described in the foregoing sections,Dc
n of the

craze widening andDn related to the cohesive surface opening, are completed by
the traction-opening law

ṡn5kn(Ḋn2Ḋc
n)5knḊ

e
n (13)

in which Ḋn is the normal opening rate of the cohesive surface,Ḋc
n is the widening

rate of the craze according to Eq. (12) andḊn2Ḋc
n represents the elastic contribution

to the opening rate.kn is an elastic stiffness which has to be specified. Prior to craze
initiation, the cohesive surface stiffnesskn has to be such that the elastic widening
remains ‘infinitely’ small so that the cohesive surface does not affect the fields. When
craze widening takes place,kn should represent the stiffness of the fibrillated struc-
ture.

Experimental observations in (Kramer, 1983; Kramer and Berger, 1990) show that
the fibril diameter evolves fromD0 at the craze tip to a constantD along the craze
(Fig. 2(b)). Donald and Kramer (1982) show that the diameter of the ‘mature’ fibrils
D relative to the initial ‘primitive’D0 is correlated to the chain entanglement density.
They suggest that in the early stage of craze widening, prior to the start of the
drawing in mechanism described in Section 3.2, the ‘primitive’ fibrils are stretched
to form ‘mature’ fibrils. By accounting for the cylindrical geometry of the fibrils
and by assuming that this stretching occurs at constant volume, one finds that
D=D0l21/2, in whichl corresponds approximately to the maximum stretchlN of the
polymer chain between two entanglements (Donald and Kramer, 1982). The initial
lengthh of the ‘primitive’ fibrils D0 at the craze tip ranges between 5 nm andD0.

Based on these observations, we propose to define the cohesive surface stiffness
kn for the various stages of crazing as follows:

O Craze initiation corresponds to the creation of ‘primitive’ fibrils of diameterD0

and lengthh, when the normal stresssn=k0
nDn attains a critical value ofscr

n accord-
ing to Eq. (11). By assuming that the openingDn;h at initiation, the initial stiff-
ness of the craze is

k0
n5
scr

n

h
(14)
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O While the void structure evolves to a structure of ‘mature’ fibrils, the diameter
of the fibrils decreases according toD=D0l21/2 wherel is the stretch of the fibril.
The latter can be estimated from the foregoing asl=Dn/h. Treating the fibril as
a strut, for simplicity, we can define a fibril stresssf by sf=(D0/D)2sn=lsn which
increases withl during this process. If the elastic modulus of the material in the
fibril remains constant, the overall stiffness of the fibril strut therefore scales with
1/l and so doeskn, i.e.

kn5
k0

n

l
. (15)

O Once the ‘mature’ fibrils have formed, the current fibril material consists of highly
stretched molecules. The overall instantaneous elastic stiffness of the craze,kn, is
therefore assumed to arise primarily from the freshly drawn-in fibril material.
Hence,kn is taken to be constant during drawing and equal to the limiting value
k0

n/lNaccording to Eq. (15).
O Prior to craze initiation,sn,scr

n (sm) in Eq. (11), the stiffness should be ‘infinitely
large’ to ensure that no separation of the cohesive surfaces is observed for any
value of the normal stress. For numerical convenience, we propose to define

k`
n5
scr

n (sm)
h

, (16)

with sm the instantaneous hydrostatic stress. When the initiation criterion Eq. (11)
is fulfilled, Eqs. (14) and (16) are identical. Thus, the cohesive stiffness decreases
gradually. Practically, the value ofk`

n is limited by a chosen arbitrarily high one,
about ten times larger than that at initiation,k0

n.

To conclude this section, Fig. 4 shows the full traction-opening response to a constant

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the cohesive surfaces traction-opening law: 1) no crazing, 2) craze
widening [(a) hardening-like response, (b) softening response], 3) craze breakdown atDn=Dcr

n and sub-
sequent crack formation.
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opening rateḊn obtained from Eq. (13). In accordance with the first three subsections,
three regimes are distinguished:

1. as long as crazing has not yet initiated, the stress applied on the cohesive zone
can increase without generating any significant opening;

2. after a short transition stage following initiation, the fibrillation process leads to
a widening Dn of the cohesive surfaces at an approximately constant normal
stresssn;

3. when the craze width reaches the critical valueDc cr
n , it breaks down and a

microcrack is formed with a corresponding vanishing of the traction.

Depending on the the difference between the cohesive surface opening rateḊn and
the craze opening rateḊc

n, the traction-opening response exhibits (a) a hardening-
like or (b) a softening behaviour (see Fig. 4). In particular, for a givenḊn, the
response depends on the parametersḊ0, Ac andsc from Eq. (12), which define the
craze widening rateḊc

n. The competition between these two term defines which
widening behaviour take place: (a)Ḋn.Ḋc

n, (b) Ḋn,Ḋc
n.

4. Numerical study

Lai and Van der Giessen (1997) performed a finite element study of the crack-
tip plasticity and near-tip stress fields of a mode I crack in glassy polymers, without
accounting for crazing. This work pointed out that, as a consequence of the plastic
deformation pattern, the maximum hydrostatic stress distribution differs from the
well-known HRR solution in plastically hardening materials. Due to the intrinsic
softening followed by orientational hardening of these materials (see Fig. 1), shear
bands initiate around the crack tip and intersect along the crack symmetry plane.
Due to plastic incompatibility, the maximum hydrostatic stress is located at the shear
band intersection. This location moves away from the crack tip into the bulk material
as plasticity develops.

In the present paper we proceed from this study by accounting for possible crazing.
Since craze initiation is hydrostatic stress dependent (Eqs. (10) and (11)), it is
expected that crazing occurs preferentially along the crack symmetry plane. We
therefore consider only a single cohesive surface along this plane, even though the
framework allows us to embed cohesive surfaces throughout the volume as perfor-
med in (Tijssens et al., 2000).

Following Lai and Van der Giessen (1997), we consider an initially blunted crack
with a finite root radiusrt. Plasticity and crazing are assumed to be confined around
the crack tip so that the small scale yielding framework is allowed. The boundary
layer approach is used to investigate the mode I plane strain fields near the crack.
Traction-free boundary conditions are imposed along the crack face and a cohesive
surface is laid out ahead of the crack along the symmetry plane. Because of the
symmetry about the crack plane, only one half of the geometry needs to be analyzed
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(see Fig. 5(a)). The remote region is taken to be bounded by a circular arc of radius
R surrounding the crack tip of radiusrt with R/rt<200. Along this arc, the mode I
elastic field at a stress intensity factorKI is prescribed via the displacement compo-
nentsu1 and u2, in the Cartesian framexi, according to

u152(11n)
KI

E!
r

2p
cos
q
2F222n2Scos

q
2D2G, (17)

u252(11n)
KI

E!
r

2p
sin
q
2F222n2Scos

q
2D2G, (18)

wherer andq are polar coordinates with the origin located at the crack tip. Loading
is prescribed to increase at a constantK̇I. Fig. 5(b) shows the finite element mesh
in the remote and the crack tip regions.

Fig. 5. Problem formulation and finite element mesh used in the analysis. (a) boundary conditions; (b)
outer mesh and near crack tip mesh.
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A quasi-static finite strain analysis is carried out, in which we use a total Lagrang-
ian description of the continuum field equations while the cohesive surface is ana-
lyzed in its current configuration. Virtual work for this problem is then expressed as

E
V

t·dḣdV1E
Sc

sndḊndS5E
∂V

T·dvdS, (19)

with V and∂V denoting the volume of the region in the initial configuration and its
boundary, respectively, and withSc denoting the cohesive surface in the current
state. Furthermore in Eq. (19),t is the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor,T the
corresponding traction vector;ḣ andn are the conjugate Lagrangian strain rate and
velocity. The governing equations are solved in a linear incremental fashion based
on the rate form of Eq. (19), supplemented with an equilibrium correction. The stress
and strain rates appearing in this rate form can be related in the standard way to the
rate of Cauchy stresss and the stretching rateD used for the constitutive description
(Section 2). Details may be found in (Wu and Van der Giessen, 1996). After substi-
tution of the constitutive Eq. (13) for the cohesize surface, one ultimately arrives at
a set of equations that have the standard form for elasto–viscoplastic problems.

The equations are discretized using quadrilateral elements built up of four linear
triangular elements in the bulk and linear line elements along the cohesive surface.
Newton–Cotes integration is used to integrate the equations along the cohesive
elements (Tijssens et al., 2000). The location of this latter being restricted to the
symmetry axis, the hydrostatic stress involved in Eq. (11) is estimated from the
mean value ofsm of the continuum elements adjacent to the considered cohesive
surface element.

In order to improve the numerical stability of the viscoplastic solution in the bulk
amorphous polymer, a rate tangent formulation of the constitutive Eqs. (1)–(3) is
used (Wu and Van der Giessen, 1996). For the constitutive equation for crazing, Eq.
(13), we use a similar scheme on the basis of a forward gradient integration of the
widening termDc

n, as developed by Tijssens et al. (2000). This leads to the definition
of a stiffnessk∗

n,

k∗
n5kn|S11knq

∂Ḋc
n

∂sn

DtD, (20)

to be used during a time stepDt (qP[0,1]). This stiffness is then used to replace
Eq. (13) with the expression

ṡn5k∗
n(Ḋn2Ḋc

n). (21)

The integration scheme is further improved by calculation of the exact solution for
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the normal traction incrementDsn betweent and t+Dt. From Eqs. (12) and (13), by
invoking thatḊc

n is constant duringDt, one obtains

Dsn52
T
Acln HS12

Ḋ0

Ḋn

expF2
Ac

T
(sc2sn)GDexpF2

Ac

T
knḊnDtG1 (22)

Ḋ0

Ḋn

expF2
Ac

T
(sc2sn)GJ.

When craze breakdown occurs, the value ofsn is decreased to zero within few
increments to avoid numerical instabilities during the unloading regime 3 of Fig. 4.

Finally, it has been found necessary to employ an adaptive time step procedure
both for the bulk viscoplastic solution (Wu and Van der Giessen, 1996) and for the
cohesive surface model. In the latter, the time step is adapted to control the
incrementsDsn and Ḋn within each time step. The used margins areDsn,10−2sc

and DtḊn,10−2Dc cr
n .

5. Results and discussion

A parameter study has been performed in order to identify the main parameters
that drive the competition between shear yielding and crazing in glassy polymers.
The set of material constants (see Table 1) chosen for the bulk material corresponds
to that of SAN at room temperature (stress-like variables are non-dimensionalized
with the athermal yield stresss0=119.5 MPa) and the corresponding response is
shown in Fig. 1. To get some insight in the influence of the various parameters in
the craze model presented in Section 3, eight sets of craze parameters have been
selected and listed in Table 2. The case number 1 in Table 2 is used as a reference
case. These parameters do not refer to a particular material. The reference values of
A0, B0, andDc cr

n have been picked on the basis of experimental data (Sternstein and
Ongchin, 1969; Do¨ll, 1983) while the values ofḊ0, sc andAc in the kinetic relation

Table 2
The sets of craze parameters used in this study

case A0/s0 B0/(s0)2 Dc cr
n /rt sc/s0 Acsc/T Ḋ0/rt (sec21)

1 0.68 1.4 0.1 0.83 44.1 100
2 0.68 2.8 0.1 0.83 44.1 100
3 0.68 1.4 0.01 0.83 44.1 100
4 0.68 1.4 0.2 0.83 44.1 100
5 0.68 1.4 0.1 0.83 44.1 10
6 0.68 1.4 0.1 0.83 44.1 1
7 0.68 1.4 0.1 0.83 44.1 0.1
8 0.68 1.4 0.1 0.83 136.5 100
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Eq. (12) for craze widening have been chosen intuitively with reference to the bulk
parameters in Table 1.

An applied loading rate ofK̇0
I <3.10−2MPa√m/sec is taken as reference. For a crack

root radius ofrt=0.1 mm, such a loading rate is consistent with a displacement rate
on the order of 5×1025 m/sec in the remote region of the specimen (about 20 mm
from the crack tip). In the first two subsections, we investigate the effect of the craze
initiation parametersA0 and B0 Eq. (11), and that of the maximum craze widening
Dc cr

n (Section 3.3). In the subsequent subsections, the influence of the loading rate
is explored through different values ofK̇I. Special attention will be given then to
the influence of craze widening kinetics governed byḊ0 and Ac/sc. The influence
of temperature on crazing has been briefly investigated by Tijssens et al. (2000) and
is not considered in the present study.

5.1. Influence of the craze initiation parameters

According to Eq. (11), craze initiation is governed by two material parameters:
A0 and B0. Two sets of craze parameters (cases number 1 and 2 in Table 2) are
sufficient to get an understanding of their influence. The two differ only in the value
of B0. Fig. 6(a) shows the corresponding craze initiation loci insn2sm space. We
observe that the criterion with the largest value ofB0 requires a higher stress state
in terms of (sn,sm) for craze initiation. In either case, the actual initiation stress
depends quite sensitively on the ratiosn/sm.

To get some insight in this ratio near a crack tip, we first analyze the opening

Fig. 6. Influence of the craze initiation parameter on the initiation location for: i) case 1,A0/s0=0.68
andB0/s2

0=1.4 ii) case 2,A0/s0=0.68 andB0/s2
0=2.8. (a) corresponding craze initiation condition, (b) evol-

ution of (sn,sm) for the cohesive surface atx/rt=0 and atx/rt=0.4 if crazing would not intervene. The
circles and the squares indicate the stress state in both location at first craze initiation according to cases
1 and 2, respectively.
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crack without crazing. Then, the response of the cohesive surface is governed by
ṡn=k`

nḊn with a very large value ofk`
n (see Section 3.4). Thus, we can compute the

evolution of (sn,sm), for each cohesive surface, as plasticity develops during the
loading. Such plots are reported in Fig. 6(b) for a point located at the crack tip,
x/rt=0, and another point in the bulk, atx/rt=0.4. During loading, three domains can
be distinguished in both stress trajectories insn2sm space: (i) an initial increase
followed by (ii) a decrease and (iii) a final re-increase. These stages can be immedi-
ately linked to the constitutive response of the continuum reported in Fig. 1. We can
identify qualitatively that (i) the initial increase in (sn,sm) coincides with the initial
linear response, (ii) the subsequent decrease is related to the material softening while
(iii) the final re-increase corresponds to the orientational hardening. The turning point
in the (sn,sm) trajectory thus corresponds to the local yielding of the material.

Fig. 7. Hydrostatic stress distribution, normalized bys0, at craze initiation for craze parameters of (a)
case 1 and (b) case 2.
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The difference in trajectories forx/rt=0.4 compared to that atx/rt=0 is partly due
to the development of plasticity around the crack tip as investigated in (Lai and Van
der Giessen, 1997). Firstly, the hydrostatic stress generated atx/rt=0.4 due to the
plastic constraint tends to lower the slope of the first domain of the trajectory. Sec-
ondly, yield does not occur until a highersn because of the hydrostatic stress depen-
dency of ġp according to Section 2.

Now, if a craze could be initiated, this last feature has a direct implication on the
location of craze initiation. Crazing initiates whenever the local stress trajectory in
sn2sm space intercepts the craze initiation locus. For case number 1, this first occurs
at the crack tip; the corresponding (sn,sm) at both locations are indicated in Fig. 6
by circles. For the second case, the crazing condition is not fulfilled at the crack tip
when yielding of the material occurs, and subsequently the stress path turns. In this
case, craze initiation first takes place for the cohesive surface located atx/rt=0.4
(indicated by squares in Fig. 6). In both cases, craze initiation would take place in
the region of highest hydrostatic stress as shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b).

Fig. 8 now shows the crack resistance curves2 according to the coupled viscoplas-
tic-crazing computation. The appearance of these twoR-curves is typical of what is
observed in all cases analyzed. After craze initiation and while the craze widens, the
material response is ductile in the sense that further crazing requires an increase of
the applied loading. However, as soon as fibrils start to break down, this rapidly
propagates and unstable crack propagation takes place. In Figs. 9 and 10, we report
the plastic shear rate distribution at different values of the loading as indicated in Fig.
8. These plots show the regions where plastic flow is taking place instantaneously. In
these and subsequent figures, the value ofġp is normalized byĠ0=K̇I/(s0√rt). At
crazing initiation for case number 1, no significant plasticity is observed (not shown).

Fig. 8. Influence of the craze initiation parameters on theR-curves: (a) parameters of case 1, initiation
at the crack tip, (b) parameters of case 2, initiation in the bulk.

2 Crack resistance curve and R-curve refer to the plot of the stress intensity factor vs the crack and
craze length.
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Fig. 9. Instantaneous plastic deformation for the craze parameter of case 1: (a) before craze fibrils break
down, (b) and (c) during crack propagation.

For a higherB0 (case number 2), yielding of the material is confined to a region
closer to the crack tip and crazing initiates in the bulk. In both cases, we observe
that plasticity develops until craze fibrils break down (Figs. 9(a) and 10(b)). Before
fibrils breakdown, the hydrostatic stress distribution indicates the location of new
craze initiation during the loading because of its implication in the initiation criterion.

In Fig. 11(a), we observe that maximum of this distribution is located at the craze
tip, but that there are also two peaks beside the crack symmetry plane. The latter
coincide with the location of major plasticity seen in Fig. 9(a). This suggest that
crazing would not need to be restricted to the symmetry plane but may be more
diffuse around the crack tip region. For the second set, the maximum hydrostatic
stress before craze breakdown (see Fig. 11(b)) is located at the right craze tip, thus
indicating the direction of further craze initiation. In this case, the first fibril break-
down coincides with the initiation location (x/rt=0.4). Then, the crack propagates
backwards to the original notch tip as indicated by the higher plastic strain-rate
distribution at the left craze tip in Fig. 10(c). When the ligament between the internal
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Fig. 10. Instantaneous plastic deformation for the craze parameter of case 2: (a) before craze initiation,
(b) before craze fibrils break down, (c) and (d) during crack propagation.

crack and the initial crack has failed, crack propagation continues from the right-hand
craze tip (see Fig. 10(d)) and is then similar to that observed in the reference case.

5.2. Influence ofDn
c cr

According to Section 3.3,Dc cr
n is the material parameter which governs fibril

breakdown and subsequent crack propagation. Because its effect is common to all
the sets of parameters, we choose to illustrate it by using a smaller and a larger
value of this parameter (cases number 3 and 4 in Table 2) when compared to the
reference set (case number 1). The highest value of case number 4 is close to the
upper limit to what can be used in our analysis sinceDc cr

n /rt=0.2 leads to
Dc cr

n =20µm for a crack tip radius ofrt=0.1 mm. Indeed, we indicated in the problem
formulation that the material density within the craze is neglected by assuming that
the bulk material density is not affected by the crazing. A larger value ofDc cr

n would
lead to a craze width that is comparable to the crack tip radius. This would violate
the applicability of a cohesive surface framework.
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Fig. 11. Hydrostatic stress distribution just prior to craze fibril first breakdown for parameters of (a)
case 1 and (b) case 2.

In Fig. 12, we report the R-curves corresponding to these three values ofDc cr
n

(cases 1 (reference), 3 and 4). AsDc cr
n governs the instant of crack growth, an

increase ofDc cr
n leads to crack propagation to occur for a higher loading level. This

correlation would be linear if the response of the bulk polymer were purely elastic.
In the present cases, the differences inKI for unstable crack growth are altered by
the increase of plasticity and related energy dissipation asDc cr

n increases (see Fig.
13).

In Fig. 13(a)–(c), we present the plastic shear-rate distribution of each case (3, 1,
4, respectively) just prior to fibril breakdown. As long as the fibrils have not broken
down, load is transmitted across the craze surfaces through the craze fibrils and
plasticity can develop in the surrounding. The plastic development ceases when craze
breakdown occurs. Then, the crack propagation by further fibrils breakdown and
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Fig. 12. Influence ofDc cr
n on theR-curves for the craze parameters of (a) case 1,Dc cr

n /rt=0.1, (b) case
3, Dc cr

n /rt=0.01, (c) case 4,Dc cr
n /rt=0.2.

related crack opening carries all the deformation so that the bulk response is larg-
ely elastic.

5.3. Influence of the loading rate K˙
I

The results presented in the first two subsections were obtained for a loading rate
of K̇I;K̇0

I <3×10−2MPa√m/sec. We here investigate the influence of loading rate for
the reference craze parameters (case number 1 in Table 2) by using two other loading
rates ofK̇I<30K̇0

I and 900K̇0
I . Each of theR-curves for the three loading rates, shown

in Fig. 14, have the same characteristics as those discussed previously. A noticeable
feature of these curves, however, is that whenK̇I increases, the criticalKcr

I also
increases. Moreover the critical length of the craze (whenKI=Kcr

I ) decreases when
the loading rate increases (note that no crack propagation has taken place before
Kcr

I is reached).
Within the standard framework of fracture mechanics, this dependence ofKcr

I on
the applied loading rate is quite surprising. Indeed, when the loading rate increases,
it implies less viscoplastic activity in the bulk material (see Fig. 13(b) for the lowest
loading rate, the two others cases are not reported since the material plasticity is
almost negligible) and consequently less energy dissipated by plastic deformation.
Then from a straightforward Griffith argument, the required appliedKcr

I for crack
propagation would be expected to decrease with increasing loading rate. On the other
hand, if one uses a critical COD argument, one could argue that the toughness would
increase with loading rate in the case of a viscoelastic material. Nevertheless, it
should be realized that in the case of glassy polymers, crack propagation is preceded
by crazing and crack formation is related to the breakdown of fibrils. Even in the
absence of plastic deformation in the bulk, crazing itself implies a time scale for
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Fig. 13. Influence ofDc cr
n on the instantaneous plastic flow distribution before craze breakdown for

craze parameters of (a) case 1,Dc cr
n /rt=0.1, (b) case 3,Dc cr

n /rt=0.01, (c) case 4,Dc cr
n /rt=0.2.

reaching the fibril breakdown conditionDc
n=Dc cr

n since craze widening is a viscoplas-
tic process. A standard approach for brittle fracture by defining a critical energy
stored for crack propagation cannot be invoked therefore.

In our problem, to get an insight of the effect of the loading rate, we need to
distinguish three time scales introduced by (i) the loading rateK̇I; (ii) the reference
shear rateġ0 in the bulk viscoplasticity, Eq. (4); and (iii) theḊ0 appearing in Eq.
(12) and represent the crazing time dependency. This set implies two independent
ratios. For the reference craze parameters (case number 1), an increase of the loading
rate is equivalent to a decrease of the bulk viscoplasticity for a given applied loading,
because the ratioK̇I/ġ0 also increases. Hence, it becomes immediately clear that the
material response tends to be less viscoplastic, yielding a reduced development of
hydrostatic stress due to the viscoplastic constraint. Since the hydrostatic stress is
key in the craze initiation (Eqs. (10) and (11)), its decrease tends to delay craze
initiation. Furthermore, the ratioK̇I/Ḋ0 increases when the loading rate increases; this
is equivalent to a reduced craze widening activity for the same applied loading rate.
Therefore, craze breakdown is delayed in time, thus leading to a higherKcr

I .
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Fig. 14. Influence of the loading rateK̇I on theR-curves using the craze parameters of case 1 forK̇I=:
(a) K̇0

I , (b) 30K̇0
I , (c) 900K̇0

I .

When no significant viscoplasticity is observed in the bulk material, the kinetics
of craze widening appears as the key feature for the critical stress intensity factor
for the material. Therefore, in the last two subsections, we investigate the effect of
the parameters involved in the craze widening relation Eq. (12):Ḋ0 andAc.

5.4. Influence ofḊ0

In the previous subsections, the parameters in the reference set (case number 1 in
Table 2) are such that no significant viscoplastic deformation in the bulk is observed
when unstable crack propagation takes place (see Fig. 13(a) and (b)) except when
a large value of the critical craze width is considered (case number 4 reported in
Fig. 13(c)). In the previous subsection, we have pointed out the importance of the
ratios K̇I/ġ0, K̇I/Ḋ0 in interpreting the results and alsoġ0/Ḋ0 is required. We here
vary the reference widening rateḊ0 in Eq. (12) by considering cases 5, 6 and 7 in
Table 2 in which its value is reduced each time by a factor of ten relative to the
value for case 1. A decrease ofḊ0 leads to an increase ofK̇I/Ḋ0 and ġ0/Ḋ0 so that
for a given applied loading, the craze widening rate decreases. The condition of fibril
breakdown atDc

n=Dc cr
n is then delayed in time while the bulk material viscoplasticity

is enhanced as indicated by the increase inġ0/Ḋ0. The loading rate is kept at the
reference value ofK̇I=K̇0

I .
The corresponding resistance curves are reported in Fig. 15 while the plastic strain

rate distribution before fibril breakdown is shown in Fig. 16(a)–(d) for cases 1, 5–
7, respectively. From Fig. 15, we observe that a first reduction of the parameter
Ḋ0 leads to a significantly higherKcr

I . This is related to a higher viscoplasticity in
the bulk, as indicated in Fig. 16(b), compared to the reference case (Fig. 16(a)). By
comparing the results for the cases 5, 6 and 7, however, we find that once noticeable
viscoplastic development takes place,Kcr

I varies slightly with furtherḊ0 reduction.
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Fig. 15. Influence ofḊ0 on theR-curves for the craze parameters of (a) case 1,Ḋ0/rt=100 s21, (b) case
5, Ḋ0/rt=10 s21, (c) case 6,Ḋ0/rt=1 s21, (d) case 7,Ḋ0/rt=0.1 s21.

An interesting feature of these latter results is that, while the craze still initiates
at the crack tip, fibril breakdown starts at the intersection of shear bands (in the
material bulk) where significant plastic deformation occurs (Fig. 16(b)–(d)). Inciden-
tally, it is important in interpreting these results to realize that Fig. 16 reports the
instantaneous viscoplastic activity. In Fig. 16(d), the plastic strain rate distribution
appears lower than that in Fig. 16(c), because deformation in the bulk involves sig-
nificant orientational hardening. Nevertheless, the accumulated plastic strain is
higher, as indicated by a larger plastic zone in Fig. 16(d) when compared to that in
Fig. 16(c).

The variations ofḊ0 performed in this subsection indicate that two regimes can
be distinguished: (i) for sufficiently largeḊ0 (compared toK̇I andġ0), unstable failure
of the material occurs without noticeable viscoplasticity when fibrils break down;
(ii) for sufficiently low Ḋ0 the material has undergone large plasticity around the
crack tip when unstable crack propagation takes place, and craze fibril breakdown
coincides with the shear band intersections. In the latter case, plastic flow provides
a significant accommodation mechanism for craze widening.

It is finally worth noting that the maximum variation inK̇I/Ḋ0 by a factor of 1000
is roughly the same as that considered in Section 5.3 by varying the loading rate by
a factor of 900 at constantḊ0. In both cases, increasing this ratio leads to an increase
in Kcr

I ; this increase is about 10% when the loading rate varies (see Fig. 14) and
roughly 25% when the craze kinetics are modified (see Fig. 15). In the first case,
increasing K̇I/Ḋ0 leads to a lower craze widening rate so that the condition
Dc

n=Dc cr
n is delayed in time and thereforeKcr

I increases. In the second case, the ratio
ġp/Ḋ0 increases as well, and thereforeKcr

I is further increased due to energy dissi-
pation by plastic deformation in the bulk prior to craze fibril breakdown.
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Fig. 16. Influence ofḊ0 on the instantaneous plastic flow distribution before craze breakdown for craze
parameters of (a) case 1,Ḋ0/rt=100 s21, (b) case 5,Ḋ0/rt=10 s21, (c) case 6,Ḋ0/rt=1 s21, (d) case 7,
Ḋ0/rt=0.1 s21.

5.5. Influence of craze temperature dependence Ac

The parameterAc in Eq. (12) for the craze opening rate controls the temperature
dependence of the stress necessary for craze widening. When Eq. (12) is rewritten as

sn

sc5
T

AcsclnSḊc
n

Ḋ0D11, (23)

it is immediately clear that the stress necessary for a given widening rateḊc
n/Ḋ0(,1)

decreases linearly with temperature, as determined byT/Acsc. The computations dis-
cussed above have used a value ofAc equal to that ofA in Eq. (4), which implies
a similar temperature dependency for the craze widening rate and the bulk plastic
strain rate. We here explore the influence ofAc versusA by comparing the numerical
predictions obtained by using the reference craze parameters (case number 1) and
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those of case number 8 whereAc is three times larger. We re-investigate the effect
of the loading rateK̇I by using those used in Section 5.3 (K̇0

I 30K̇0
I and 900K̇0

I ) and
also an intermediate value of 120K̇0

I .
For each loading rate, theR-curves corresponding to the case number 8 are

reported in Fig. 17. We observe that the critical stress intensity factor as well as the
critical length of the craze decrease when the loading rate increases. The correspond-
ing plots of the plastic strain rate, just before craze fibril breakdown, are reported
in Fig. 18(a)–(d).

In these figures, three types of responses can be distinguished: (i) for the loading
ratesK̇0

I and 30K̇0
I , a rather large plastic zone had developed before crack growth;

(ii) for K̇I=120K̇0
I , an intermediate situation arises in which shear bands initiate but

plasticity reduces due to crazing; (iii) the deformation of the bulk is largely elastic
for K̇I=900K̇0

I . For the two lowest loading rates (K̇0
I and 30K̇0

I ), crazing initiates at
the crack tip, but craze breakdown takes place at the shear bands intersection (see
Fig. 18(a) and (b)). For the two highest loading rates (120K̇0

I and 900K̇0
I ), craze

initiation and breakdown coincide, and take place at the crack tip. In cases 1 and 8,
the effect of the loading rate on the bulk viscoplasticity is identical, since the ratio
K̇I/ġp in the two cases is the same.

Hence, the results in Figs. 14 and 17 indicate that the effect of the loading rate
depends to a large extent on the competition between plasticity and crazing through
the change ofġp/Ḋc

n. An increase ofK̇I leads to an increase ofK̇I/ġp andK̇I/Ḋc
n, which

is equivalent to a decrease ofġp and Ḋc
n at constantK̇I. For a given stress state, such

a decrease inġp and Ḋc
n corresponds to a temperature decrease according to Eqs. (4)

and (12). As in this study, the temperature dependence of the crazing is lower than
that of the bulk plasticity (Ac.A), the ratio ġp/Ḋc

n diminishes as the loading rate
increases. This effect is revealed by a decreasing plasticity of the bulk at fibril break-

Fig. 17. Influence of the craze parameterAc on theR-curves using the craze parameters of case 8 for
K̇I=: (a)K̇0

I , (b) 30K̇0
I , (c) 120K̇0

I , (d) 900K̇0
I .
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Fig. 18. Influence of the craze parameterAc on the instantaneous plastic flow distribution before craze
fibrils breakdown using the craze parameters of case 8 forK̇I=: (a) K̇0

I , (b) 30K̇0
I , (c) 120K̇0

I , (d) 900K̇0
I .

down asK̇I increases (see Fig. 18). For case number 8, forK̇I=900K̇0
I , the deformation

of the bulk is mainly elastic (Fig. 18) andKcr
I /(s0√rt)<1.5 (Fig. 17(d)) and very close

to that of the reference case for the same loading rate condition (Fig. 14).

6. Conclusion

We have investigated the initial stages of crack propagation from an initially blunt
notch in an amorphous glassy polymer. The analysis accounts for viscoplastic flow
in the bulk which typically leads to initiation and propagation of shear bands. Frac-
ture occurs through crazing, which is incorporated through a cohesive surface model.
The material model includes stress-dependent craze initiation, rate-dependent craze
widening and a critical craze opening for breakdown. A parameter study has been
carried out to investigate the competition between viscoplasticity and crazing in con-
trolling the fracture toughness.
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Craze initiation criterion depends onA0, B0 and the mean stress distribution
(Section 3.1), of which the maximum location coincides with that of crazing
initiation. At small critical openings of the craze, for instance case number 3 with
Dc cr

n /rt=0.01 (see Fig. 12), a slight difference between the value ofKI at initiation
and Kcr

I is predicted. In such conditions, the stress state at craze initiation is close
to that of unstable crack propagation and governs the failure of the material.

As Dc cr
n increases, craze initiation cannot be simply considered as a precursor to

brittle failure according to the difference ofKI at craze initiation andKcr
I (see Fig.

12). Then, plastic deformation around the initial notch and around the craze front
dissipate energy, thus leading to an increased fracture toughness of the material. The
actual toughness is found to depend on the competition between plasticity and craz-
ing, as characterized by the ratioġp/Ḋc

n at some appropriate location. From the point
of view of material properties, this ratio is primarily controlled by the ratioġ0/Ḋ0

between the time scale of plastic flow and craze widening. In case of a variable
loading rate,K̇I, this introduces another time scale, so that the ratiosK̇I/Ḋ0 and/or
K̇I/ġ0 also control the competition. The fracture toughness for unstable crack propa-
gation is the outcome of this competition; it generally is not a material parameter.

The competition between plasticity and crazing is particularly important before
breakdown of the craze fibrils starts. As pointed out in Section 5.5, the influence on
the critical value ofKI for unstable crack propagation is determined by the amount
of viscoplastic deformation that has developed during the time span between craze
initiation to craze breakdown. The onset of fibril breakdown practically coincides
with unstable crack propagation for the range of parameters considered here.

The interaction between plasticity and crazing also determines the location at
which breakdown of the mature craze occurs and the crack starts to grow. When
crazing is dominant, the location of craze breakdown coincides with that of craze
initiation. This can be either at the tip of the notch or in the bulk at the intersection
of shear bands. When substantial plastic deformation has developed during craze
widening, craze fibril breakdown tends to start where the associated shear bands
intersect; this location can be different from that of craze initiation. Indeed, Ishikawa
and Ogawa (1981) observed mature crazes ahead of a notch in polycarbonate at the
intersection of shear bands, but it is not clear whether the craze actually initiated
there or only grew to become visible there.

From the present numerical results, it is to be expected that the crack growth
velocity in amorphous polymers is also controlled by the kinetics of both local plastic
deformation and crazing. This velocity is typically measured at constant load and
such experiments often show that the crack growth velocity increases with the
applied stress intensity. The present computations cannot be used to confront the
model with such experiments. This will be the subject of future work.
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